Basic Citation Forms

Book – Note

1 Author’s full name in regular order, *Title of Book*, editor, translator, series, edition, no. of vols. (Place of publication: Publisher, Date), volume and pages both cited in arabic numerals.

Book – Bibliography

Author’s full name with surname first. *Title of Book*. Editor. Translator. Series. Edition. No. of vols. if more than one. Place of publication: Publisher, Date.

Journal – Note

1 Author’s full name in regular order, “Title of Article,” *Title of Journal*, volume in arabic numerals (Date of issue): pages cited.

Journal – Bibliography

Author’s full name with surname first. “Title of Article.” *Title of Journal* volume in arabic numerals (Date of issue): beginning and ending pages of article.

[NOTE: Neither issue numbers nor season/months are needed if a journal is consecutively paginated throughout a volume, although it is not incorrect to include them if desired. If the journal is not consecutively paginated the issue number should be included. If an issue number does not exist, the season, month, or date should precede the year of publication.]

Examples of a few of the most frequently encountered source citations and those for newer digital formats are shown here. Students are advised to consult the *Chicago Manual of Style*, 16th edition or Turabian, *A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations*, 8th edition for a full range of citation examples. The numbers following the headings refer to the corresponding sections in *Chicago Manual of Style* and Turabian respectively.

N. = Note

B. = Bibliography
PRINT SOURCES

BOOK – 14.18, 14.68-165; TURABIAN 17.1


PART OF AN EDITED BOOK -- 14.18, 14.68-165; TURABIAN 17.1


JOURNAL ARTICLE – 14.18, 14.175-98; TURABIAN 17.2


INTERVIEWS AND PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS – 14.218-23; TURABIAN 17.6.3


N. 5 Jane Doe, e-mail message to author, March 23, 2012.

UNPUBLISHED AND INFORMALLY PUBLISHED MATERIAL

Theses and dissertations – 14.224; TURABIAN 17.6.1

N. 6 Kristin J. Wendland, "Two Trees, Two Women: An Intertextual Reading of Genesis 2-3 and Proverbs 1-9" (M.Th. thesis, Luther Seminary, 2010), 89.

Lectures and papers presented at meetings – 14.226; TURABIAN 17.6.2


ELECTRONIC SOURCES

E-BOOK (on dedicated reader) – 14.166; TURABIAN 17.1.10

N. Allan Hugh Cole, Be Not Anxious: Pastoral Care of Disquieted Souls (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008), Kindle edition, chap. 3.


E-BOOK (online) – 14.167; TURABIAN 17.1.10


JOURNAL ARTICLE (online) – 14.18, 14.184; TURABIAN 17.2


[NOTE: If no DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is available, use a URL.]
FEATURE FILMS, LECTURES, AND DOCUMENTARIES ON DVD AND VHS – 14.279; TURABIAN 17.8.3


ONLINE MULTIMEDIA -- 14.280; TURABIAN 17.8.3


WEBSITES – 14.243-45; TURABIAN 17.7.1


BLOGS – 14.246; TURABIAN 17.7.2


**SHORTENED CITATIONS – 14.24-31; TURABIAN 16.4**

Use a shortened form any time a work is cited more than once. Except for citations to the same work which immediately follow one another, a shortened form of a citation usually consists of the last name of the author and up to four distinctive words from the title.


N. 17 Ibid., 2:95. [a subsequent citation cited in the note immediately preceding]

N. 18 Forde, “Work of Christ,” 2:98. [a subsequent citation not immediately following its earlier occurrences]